The time-division multiplexing (TDM) interface on the Freescale MSC711x devices provides full duplex, bidirectional communication over a single bus. This application note presents examples of how to multiplex data on the TDM interface and use the DMA controller to receive data from the TDM. It also discusses different ways to map the data into the DMA channels, with code examples.

1 TDM Basics

Each MSC711x DSP has one or more identical TDM modules. The number of TDM modules is device-dependent. Refer to Table 1 for the number of TDMs for each product.

Table 1. TDMs on MSC711x

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Number of TDMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSC7110</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC7112</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC7113</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC7115</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC7116</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each TDM module has the following features:

- Independent or shared transmit and receive sections
- Independent or shared clock and frame sync
- Glueless interface to E1/T1 framers and MVIP, SCAS, and H.110 buses
• Hardware A-law/µ-law conversion
• Data rates up to 50 Mbps
• Up to 128 channels
• 8- or 16-bit word width
• Programmable direction for TDM clock and frame sync
• Programmable delay of 0–3 bits between the frame sync signal and the beginning of the data
• MSB or LSB first
• Loopback mode

1.1 TDM Architecture

As the block diagram in Figure 1 shows, the TDM configuration, control, event, and status registers are accessed via the 32-bit advanced peripheral bus (APB). Data transmitted and received by the TDM is accessed on the 64-bit advanced high-speed bus slave-to-TDM/HDI16 bus (ASTH).

The TDM serial bit clock TDMxTCK/RCK signals can be internally generated from timer B or input from an external source. When the bit clock is an output, the clock and sync generator divides the bit clock by 8 or 16, depending on the channel width, to generate an internal word clock that counts the number of data bits per time slot. The word clock is then divided by the number of time slots per frame up to 128 to generate the frame sync signals on TDMxTFS/RFS.

The Transmit Data Register (TDMxTDR) holds the data to be transmitted from the MSC711x device. The 4-line deep FIFO can optionally be enabled to buffer data. An interrupt is generated according to how much data is held in the FIFO. When the FIFO is not used, the data is transferred from the TDMxTDR to the transmit shift register. When 8 bits encoded A-law are transmitted out of the TDM, the 16-bit data in the TDMxTD is composed of 13 bits of pulse code modulation (PCM) data followed by three zeros on the right. When 8 bits encoded µ-law are transmitted out of the TDM, the 16-bit data in the TDMxTD is composed of 14 bits of PCM data followed by two zeros on the right. The hardware A-law/µ-law compander compresses the 16-bit data to 8-bit A-law/µ-law data.

Data in the transmit shift register is shifted on the TDMxTD pin, one bit per rising edge of TDMxTCK.

Data on the TDMxRD pin is shifted into the receive shift register, one bit per falling edge of TDMxRCK. The length of each receive channel can be 8 bits, 8 bits encoded A-law, 8 bits encoded µ-law, or 16 bits. When the receive data is A-law encoded, the compressed data is converted into a 13-bit PCM linear sample padded with three zeros on the right to create 16-bit data. When the receive data is µ-law encoded, the compressed data is converted into a 14-bit PCM linear sample padded with two zeros on the right to create 16-bit data. The 4-line deep FIFO can optionally be enabled to buffer data. Interrupts are generated according to how much data is held in the FIFO. When the FIFO is not in use, the data in the receive shift register is transferred to the receive data register TDMxRDR after 8 or 16 bits of data are shifted in from the receive shift register.
### 1.2 TDM Signals

Each TDM module has six signals as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>I/O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDMxTCK</td>
<td>Serial bit clock for the transmit data.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMxRCK</td>
<td>Serial bit clock for the receive data.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMxTFS</td>
<td>Indicates the start of a transmit frame.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMxRFS</td>
<td>Indicates the start of a receive frame.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMxTD</td>
<td>Contains the transmit data from the MSC711x.</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMxRD</td>
<td>Contains the receive data to the MSC711x.</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows the TDM pins and their GPIO port pin assignments. Port A contains the TDM0 and TDM1 pins. Both port A and port D contain the TDM2 pins. Four registers must be programmed to configure the port pins for TDM operation:

- **Device Configuration Register (DEVCFG)**. Selects between the secondary and additional function of the port pins. When TDM0 and/or TDM1 is used, the Port A Select (PAS) and Port D Select (PDS) bits must be cleared to select secondary functionality. When TDM2 is used, the PAS and PDS bits must be set to select additional functionality.

- **Port x Control Register (PxCTL)**. Configures a pin for GPIO or peripheral function. For TDM0, PACTL[11–6] must be set. For TDM1, PACTL[5–0] must be set. For TDM2, PACTL[29–27] and PDCTL[6–4] must be set.

- **Port x Data Direction Register (PxDDR)**. Specifies whether the corresponding pin is an input or an output. For TDM operation, these bits should be cleared.

- **Port x Data Register (PxDR)**. Indicates the value written to the GPIO pin. For TDM operation, these bits should be cleared.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TDMx</th>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>Secondary/ Additional Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDM0</td>
<td>TDM0RCK</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM0RFS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM0RD</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM0TCK</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM0TFS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM0TD</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDM1</td>
<td>TDM1RCK</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM1RFS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM1RD</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM1TCK</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM1TFS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM1TD</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDM2</td>
<td>TDM2RCK</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Additional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM2RFS</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Additional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM2RD</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Additional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM2TCK</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Additional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM2TFS</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Additional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDM2TD</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Additional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example 1 shows how to configure the GPIO pins for TDM0, TDM1, and TDM2 functionality.

Example 1. GPIO Initialization for TDM

```c
void InitGPIO()
{
    GPIO *pstGPIO;
    BTM *pstBTM;
    pstGPIO = (GPIO *)(GPIO_BASE);
    pstBTM = (BTM *)(BTM_BASE);

    // Configure GPIO pins for TDM0 and TDM1 functionality
    pstGPIO->astPort[0].vuliPortControl = 0x00000FFF;
    pstGPIO->astPort[0].vuliPortDataReg = 0;
    pstGPIO->astPort[0].vuliPortDataDirReg = 0;

    // Configure chip config to PAS & PDS for TDM2
    pstBTM->vuliCHPCFG = pstBTM->vuliCHPCFG | 0x00000009;

    // TDM2: T2TFS,T2RD,T2RCK
    pstGPIO->astPort[0].vuliPortControl = pstGPIO->astPort[0].vuliPortControl | 0x38000000;

    // TDM2: T2TD,T2TCK,T2RFS
    pstGPIO->astPort[3].vuliPortControl = pstGPIO->astPort[3].vuliPortControl | 0x0000070;
}
```

1.3 Clock and Frame Sync

The TDM bit clock is visible on the TDMxTCK and TDMxRCK pins. Clearing the TDMxTIR/RIR[TCOE/RCOE] bits configures the bit clock as an input, and setting this bit configures the bit clock as an output. The frame sync is visible on the TDMxTFS and TDMxRFS pins. The bit clock and frame sync signals can be input from an external source or internally generated. Clearing the TDMxTIR/RIR[TSO/RSO] bits configures the bit clock as an input, and setting these bits configures the bit clock as an output.

When the bit clock is internally generated, the MSC711x timer B module provides the source for the TDM bit clock. Timer features such as the prescaler and compare registers provide the flexibility to generate various frequencies. The input clock to the timer block is derived from an external clock or from the APB clock, which operates at half of the core frequency. The prescaler can be used to divide the timer input clock by up to 128 at a granularity of two. Furthermore, the compare registers are available for comparison with the number of the timer input clock edges. When the counter matches the compare value, an output flag is signalled to generate the timer output.

Example 2 shows how to program the timer to generate the TDM bit clock. In this example, we want to generate a bit clock of approximately 8.192 MHz. Assuming that the SC1400 core operates at a frequency of 200 MHz, we use the APB clock as an input to the timer clock by setting the Clock Control Register CLKCTL[TMUX] = 011 to give a timer input clock frequency of 100 MHz. Next, the timer B registers must be programmed to set up the count and compare parameters. To set the count mode to count the rising edges of the primary count source, we must configure the Timer B Channel 0 Control Register TMRB0CTL[CM] = 001. The primary count source is the timer input clock with a prescaler of divide by one, which is 100 MHz, so that TMRB0CTL[PCS] = 1000. The counter counts up repeatedly until it reaches the compare value and then it reinitializes the compare value. To set this up, we configure TMRB0CTL[ONCE = 0, LEN = 1, and DIR = 0]. To toggle the output flag OFLAG signal when the counter reaches the compare value, we set TMRB0CTL[OFLM] = 011. The OFLAG signal is output from the timer via its corresponding TOUTx signal, which is the source of the TDM bit clock.
Figure 2 shows how the timer compare register is calculated. This register is programmed with the number of rising edges of the timer input clock before the timer output TOUTx is toggled. To generate a timer output of 8.192 MHz, TOUTx must toggle at twice this frequency, at 16.384 MHz. Therefore, with a timer input clock of 100 MHz, TOUTx must toggle approximately every 6 cycles, and this is written to the Timer B Compare 1 Register (TMRBCMP1). The output frequency is not exactly 8.192 MHz because the input clock is not a multiple of the desired timer output frequency. Therefore, the input clock frequency must be carefully selected for strict timer output frequency requirements. The timer is enabled when all the parameters are set.

\[
\frac{100 \text{ MHz}}{16.384 \text{ MHz}} = 6.1 \approx 6
\]

Figure 2. TDM Bit Clock Generation from Timer

Example 2 shows how to generate the TDM clock from Timer B.

Example 2. TDM Bit Clock Generation

```c
void InitTDMClock(void)
{
    TMRXn *pstTimerB;
    CLK *pstCLK;
    pstCLK = (CLK *)(CLK_BASE);
    pstTimerB = (TMRXn *)(TMRB_BASE);

    // Source of Timer clock is APB clock
    pstCLK->vuliCLKCTRL = pstCLK->vuliCLKCTRL | 0xC0000000;

    // **************************************************************************
    // Generate 8.192 MHz TDM clock from Timer B
    //
    // COUNT MODE              = 001 - Count rising edges of primary source
    // PRIMARY COUNT SOURCE    = 1000 - Prescaler (Input clock divided by 1)
    // SECONDARY SOURCE        = 00   - Counter 0 input signal (TIN0)
    // ONCE                    = 0    - Count repeatedly
    // LENGTH                  = 1    - Count till compare, then reinitialize
    // DIR                     = 0    - Count Up
    // EXT INIT                = 0    - External counter/timers can not force a
    //  re initialization of this counter/timer.
    // OUTPUT (OFLAG) MODE     = 011 - Toggle OFLAG output on successful compare
    // **************************************************************************
    pstTimerB->vusiTMR_CTRL = 0x3023;
    pstTimerB->vusiTMR_CMP1 = 0x0006;

    // Set output enable
    pstTimerB->vusiTMR_SCR = pstTimerB->vusiTMR_SCR | 0x01;
}
```
When the frame sync is internally generated, the TDM frame sync generator automatically generates the frame sync signal based on the bit clock, the channel size, and the number of time slots in a frame. The frame sync generator divides the bit clock by 8 or 16, depending on the width of each channel. The channel size is programmable via the TDMxTFP/RFP[TCS/RCS] bits. The output of this divider is the word clock to mark the start of each channel’s data. Next, the frame sync generator divides this word clock by the number of time slots within a frame, which can be up to 128 time slots at a granularity of two. The number of time slots within a frame is programmable in the TDMxTFP/RFP[TNCF/RNCF] bits. The output of this divider is the frame sync to mark the start of a frame. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the frame sync generator.

For example, if the TDM bit clock is 8.192 MHz and the TDM has 128 time slots of 8-bit data, the output frame sync frequency is calculated as follows:

\[
\frac{8.192 \text{ MHz}}{8 \text{ bits/channel}} \times \frac{128 \text{ channels/frame}}{1} = 8 \text{ KHz}
\]

### 2 TDM Configuration Examples

This section illustrates how to program the TDM configuration and control registers for the desired frame parameters. For the example discussed here, we configure TDM0 for a 8.192 MHz bit clock and 16 active 8-bit channels. The TDM operates in internal loopback mode with the TDM0TD output internally connected to the TDM0RD input. The following registers are required to define the serial interface:

- **TDM0 General Interface Register (TDM0GIR).** The TDM operating mode. For internal loopback mode, we must set LPBK = 1, and the receive and transmit frame parameters must be the same. For simplicity, we configure the TDMs to share the same bit clock and frame sync by setting CTS = 1. We also configure the receive and transmit sections to share the same bit clock and sync. With these RTS and CTS settings, the TDM pin assignments are as follows:
  - TDM0TCK is the shared bit clock signal between the receive and transmit sections of each TDM module.
  - TDM0TFS is the shared frame sync signal between the receive and transmit sections of each TDM module.
  - TDM0TD is the transmit data signal for TDM0.
  - TDM0RD is the receive data signal for TDM0.

- **TDM0 Receive Interface Register (TDM0RIR).** The receiver interface operation is configured as follows:
  - Enable the FIFO and select wide mode (RFEN = 1 and RWEN = 1).
  - The receive FIFO full event occurs when there are one or more elements in the FIFO (RFWM = 00).
Configuration Examples

— The clock and frame sync signals are output (RCOE = 1 and RSO = 1).
— The frame sync is pulsed high for a 1-bit cycle (RSL = 0 and RSA = 0).
— The frame sync is driven on the falling edge of the clock (RFSE = 1).
— The receive data is sampled on the rising edge of the clock (RDE = 0).

Figure 4 shows the relative timing of the receive interface.

• TDM0 Transmit Interface Register (TDM0TIR). The transmit interface operation. For the internal loopback mode, the TDMxRIR and TDMxTIR must have the same settings. Register configuration is as follows:
  — Enable the FIFO and set it for wide mode (TFEN = 1 and TWEN = 1).
  — The transmit FIFO empty event occurs when there is one or more empty slots in the FIFO (TFWM = 00).
  — The clock and frame sync signals are output (TCOE = 1 and TSO = 1).
  — The frame sync is pulsed high for 1-bit cycle (TSL = 0 and TSA = 0).
  — The frame sync is driven on the falling edge of the clock (TFSE = 1).
  — The transmit data is driven on the rising edge of the clock (TDE = 0).

Figure 4 shows the relative timing of the transmit interface.

• TDM0 Receive Frame Parameters Register (TDM0RFP). The receive frame parameters. Each frame has 128 time slots, so RNCF = 0x7F. Each channel is 8-bits (RCS = 00).

• TDM0 Transmit Frame Parameters Register (TDM0TFP). The transmit frame parameters. The number of channels and channel size are the same in both receive and transmit sections, so TNCF = 0x7F and TCS = 00 to define 128 time slots with 8-bit channels.

![Figure 4. TDM Serial Interface](image-url)
Example 3 shows the code to configure the TDM serial interface with the desired parameters.

Example 3. TDM Frame Configuration

```c
void InitTDMParams(void)
{
    TIM *pstTDM0;
    pstTDM0 = (TIM *)(TDM0_BASE);
    // **********************************************
    // Configure TDM0:
    // 128 time slots, 16 channels, 8-bits/channel
    // Loopback mode
    // **********************************************
    // TDM0 shares signals with other TDMs
    // Rx/Tx share same sync and clock
    // Loopback mode
    pstTDM0->vuliGIR = 0x00000007;
    // Rx wide FIFO enabled
    // Rx FIFO full with 1 element
    // Rx sync output, 1-bit length, active on '1'
    // Rx clock output
    // Rx DMA request when Rx FIFO full RFF=1
    // Rx data sampled on rising edge of clock
    // Rx sync sampled on falling edge of clock
    pstTDM0->vuliRIR = 0x0000E242;
    // Tx wide FIFO enabled
    // Tx FIFO empty with 1 empty slots
    // Tx sync output, 1-bit length, active on '1'
    // Tx clock output
    // Tx DMA request when Tx FIFO empty TFE=1
    // Tx data driven on rising edge of clock
    // Tx sync driven on falling edge of clock
    pstTDM0->vuliTIR = 0x0000E242;
    // 128 time slots, 16 channels active
    // 8-bits/channel
    pstTDM0->vuliRFP = 0x007f0000;
    // 128 time slots, 16 channels active
    // 8-bits/channel
    pstTDM0->vuliTFP = 0x007f0000;
}
```

2.1 DMA Channel Assignments

The DMA can be configured to work with the TDM to transfer data in and out of the TDMxRDR and TDMxTDR. Setting the TDMxTIR/RIR[TDMA/RDMA] bits enables the TDM to request DMA service for the transmitter and the receiver. Each TDM module is assigned one DMA channel to transfer data from the TDMxTDR and another DMA channel to transfer data to the TDMxRDR. Table 4 shows the DMA channel assignments for TDM data transfers.
### Table 4. DMA Channel Assignments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMA Channel</th>
<th>TDM Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>TDM0 transmit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TDM0 receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TDM1 transmit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TDM1 receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>TDM2 transmit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TDM2 receive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples shown in this section enable the FIFO. For TDM0, DMA channel 0 transfers data from the transmit buffer to the TDM0TDR data register when the Tx FIFO is empty, which is indicated by TDM0TER[TFE]=1 in the event register. A Tx FIFO empty event occurs when the Tx FIFO falls below the programmed watermark. All the examples assume that the Tx FIFO empty event occurs when the Tx FIFO has one or more empty slots. Similarly, DMA channel 1 transfers data from the TDM0RDR data register to the receiver buffer when the Rx FIFO is full, which is indicated by TDM0RER[RFE] = 1 in the event register. An Rx FIFO full event occurs when the Rx FIFO reaches the programmed watermark. All the examples assume that the Rx FIFO full event occurs when the Rx FIFO has one or more elements.

#### 2.2 Interleaved Versus Deinterleaved Data

Data can be received in an interleaved or deinterleaved format. When data is interleaved, data for each channel is arranged in non-contiguous memory, as shown in Figure 5. Channel 0 data is followed by channel 1 data, then channel 2 data, and so on. The next memory locations hold all the channel data for the next frame. Notice that all channel 0 data are held in non-contiguous locations 0x00, 0x08, 0x10, 0x12, 0x14, and so on.

![Interleaved Data](image)

Figure 5. Interleaved Data

When data is deinterleaved, the data in each channel data is arranged in sequential order. That is, each channel of data for all frames is arranged in contiguous memory as shown in Figure 6. Frame 0 channel 0 data is followed by frame 1 channel 0 data, and so on.
2.3 Using DMA to Interleave Data

The TDM frame is configured for 16 active 8-bit channels. When interleaved data is received, DMA channel 1 is configured to transfer 8 bytes of data at a time from the TDMxRDR data register to the interleaved receive buffer, as shown in Figure 7. It takes two DMA transfers to move one TDM frame of data to the receive buffer, with the first access moving channels 0–7, followed by another access to move channels 8–15.
The source address specified in TCD0[SADDR] is programmed to be the TDM0RDR address, and the destination address specified in TCD4[DADDR] is programmed to be the receive buffer address. Because the DMA controller accesses M1 memory beginning at 0x01800000, an offset of 0x01800000 must be added to the SADDR or DADDR of any buffer in M1 memory.

The TCD2[NBYTES] field specifies the inner minor loop byte count that is set to 8 bytes since each DMA transfer moves 8 bytes. The source and destination sizes specified in TCD1[SSIZE] and TCD1[DSIZE] are programmed for 64 bits.

The source address offset specified in TCD1[SOFF] is set to 0 because TDM0RDR is always the source of the transfer. However, the destination address offset specified in TCD4[DOFF] is set to 8 because data from the next DMA transfer must be placed at an offset of 8 bytes from the previous transfer’s destination.

The TCD5[CITER] field specifies the number of major outer loop count. Each major iteration transfers 8 bytes of data. Therefore, to fill a buffer with 80 frames of data, the CITER field is set as follows:

\[
\text{80 frames} \times \frac{16 \text{ channels}}{\text{frame}} \times \frac{1 \text{ byte}}{\text{channel}} \times \frac{1 \text{ transfer}}{8 \text{ bytes}} = 160 \text{ transfers}
\]

The beginning iteration count TCD7[BITER] field must be set to TCD5[CITER]. After the receive buffer is filled with 80 frames of data, the destination address can be adjusted so that the DMA controller receives the next data at the start of the receive buffer. We subtract the size of the buffer from the current destination address by setting TCD6[DLAST] = –1280. The buffer size is 80 frames × 16 channels × 1 byte/channel = 1280 bytes. With a frame sync of 8 KHz, the buffer fills every 10 ms.

The advantage of this approach is that the DMA controller can run continuously without the need for software to reprogram it. Setting TCD6[DLAST] allows the DMA controller to restart automatically when the CITER decrements to zero. However, this approach is not suitable for applications that require the data to be deinterleaved for channel processing. Although software can perform the deinterleaving, this task would require costly overhead.

The next section discusses an alternative approach that deinterleaves the data from the TDM. **Example 4** shows the DMA channel 1 settings to receive interleaved data.

```c
// *****************
// Receive side
// *****************
// saddr = source addr is TDM Rx data register (RDR)
// TDMRDREG = TDM0AHB_BASE + 0
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliSAddr = TDM0AHB_BASE;

// smod  = 0 source addr modulo disabled
// ssize = 64 bits source xfer size
// dmod  = 0 dest addr modulo disabled
// dsize = 64 bits dest xfer size
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiTransferAttr = 0x0303;

// soff = 0 source offset disabled
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiSOff = 0;

// slast = 0 source last addr adjustment disabled
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliSLast = 0;
```
addr = (UWord32)(&Rx_buffer);
// daddr = dest addr is Rx_buffer;
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliDAddr = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

// SZ_BUF = 80 * 16 * 1 = 1280
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiCIter = SZ_BUF / 8;

// First 8 bytes received are 0 (data already in FIFO) so
// receive additional 8 bytes
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiDOff = 8;

// Adjust destination address
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliDLastSGA = -(SZ_BUF);

// Biter = Citer
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiBIter = pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiCIter;

2.4 Using DMA to Deinterleave Data

Another option for receiving data is to deinterleave the data from the TDM. When receiving deinterleaved data, DMA channel 1 is also configured to transfer 8 bytes of data at a time from the TDM0RDR data register to the deinterleaved receive buffer, as shown in Figure 8. It takes two DMA transfers to move one TDM frame of data to the receive buffer with the first access moving channels 0–7 followed by another access to move channels 8–15. The difference between how the DMA controller handles interleaved and deinterleaved data lies in the placement of each channel of data in memory.

![Figure 8. Deinterleaved Buffer](image-url)
TCD0[SADDR] and TCD4[DADDR] are configured the same way as in Section 2.4, Using DMA to Deinterleave Data, on page 13, with the TDM0RDR as the source and the receive buffer as the destination.

TCD2[NBYTES], TCD1[SSIZE], and TCD1[SOFF] also remain configured the same way, and each DMA transfer moves 8 bytes at a time from the TDM0RDR. However, since data is deinterleaved, channel data is arranged in contiguous memory. When the DMA takes 8 bytes from TDM0RDR, it must place each channel of data into its own channel buffer. In each DMA request, the DMA controller performs one read from the TDM0RDR of 8 bytes and then it performs eight writes of one byte each to the receive buffer so that TCD1[DSIZE] is set to one byte. Each channel of data is stored at an offset equal to the size of the channel buffer. In this example, each channel buffer holds 80 frames of data or 80 bytes. Therefore, TCD4[DOFF] is set to 80. It takes two DMA requests to transfer one frame of data, so the TCD5[CITER] field is set to 2. The first transfer moves channels 0–7, and the second transfer moves channels 8–15. TCD7[BITER] is also set to 2.

\[
1 \text{ frame} \times \frac{16 \text{ channels}}{1 \text{ frame}} \times \frac{1 \text{ byte}}{1 \text{ channel}} \times \frac{1 \text{ transfer}}{8 \text{ bytes}} = 2 \text{ transfers}
\]

After the first frame is received, the next destination address is adjusted so that next frame starts in the memory location that holds channel 0 of the next frame. That is, TCD6[DLAST] = –(1280 – 1). Example 5 shows the DMA channel 1 settings to receive deinterleaved data.

Example 5. Deinterleave Buffer DMA Settings

```c
// **************
// Receive side
// **************
// saddr = source addr is TDM Rx data register
// TDMRDREG = TDM0AHB_BASE + 0
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliSAddr = TDM0AHB_BASE;

// smod = 0 source addr modulo disabled
// ssize= 64 bits source xfer size
// dmod = 0 dest addr modulo disabled
// dize = 8 bits
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiTransferAttr = 0x0300;

// soff = 0 source offset disabled
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiSOff = 0;

// slast = 0 source last addr adjustment disabled
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliSLast = 0;

addr = (UWord32)(&Rx_buffer);
// daddr =  dest addr is Rx_buffer;
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliDAddr = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiCIter = NUM_CH*SZ_CH/8;

//SZ_CH * NUM_FRM = 80
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiDOff = SZ_CH*NUM_FRM;

pstDMA->astTCD[1].vuliDLastSGA = -(SZ_BUF-SZ_CH);
```
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiBIter = pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiCIter;

// bwc = 0
// major.linkch = 0
// major.e_link = 0
// e_sg = 0
// d_req = 0
// int_half = 0
// int_maj = 1
// start = 0
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiChannelCtrlStat = 0x02;

2.5 Interrupting Every $n$ Frames

The example discussed in this section expands on the previous example. To configure the DMA to interrupt every $n$ frames, another channel can be linked from the receive DMA channel 1. When this channel’s CITER = $n$, an interrupt is generated after $n$ frames are received. Figure 9 shows a diagram of the channel linking when $n = 4$.

Enable DMA channel 1 to DMA channel 6 linking.
DMA channel 6 is active after one frame is received.
DMA channel 6 generates an interrupt after 4 frames are received.

Figure 9. Interrupt Every Four Frames
To configure DMA channel 1, the same DMA settings can be used as in Section 2.4, Using DMA to Deinterleave Data, on page 13, except that TCD7[MAEL] is set to enable channel-to-channel linking and TCD7[MAELC] is set to 6 to link channel 1 to channel 6. DMA channel 6 is used only for generating an interrupt when CITER reaches zero. Therefore, we can use dummy source and destination addresses for TCD0[SADDR] and TCD4[DADDR]. The important fields are TCD5[CITER], which is programmed with the number of frames, and TCD7[INTM], which is set to generate an interrupt when CITER reaches zero. Example 6 shows the DMA channel 6 settings to count \( n \) frames of data.

**Example 6. DMA Channel for Counting \( n \) Frames**

```c
// Link Ch 1 to Ch 6
pstDMA->astTCD[1].vusiChannelCtrlStat = 0x0620;

// Dummy DMA channel to count number of frames
addr = (UWord32)(&Tx_dummy);
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vuliSAddr = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

// smod = 0 source addr modulo disabled
// ssize = 64 bits source xfer size
// dmod = 0 dest addr modulo disabled
// dize = 64 bits
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vusiTransferAttr = 0x0303;

// soff = 0 source offset disabled
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vusiSOff = 0;

pstDMA->astTCD[6].vuliNBytes = 8;

// slast = 0 source last addr adjustment disabled
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vuliSLast = 0;

// daddr = dest addr is dummy Rx buffer
addr = (UWord32)(&Rx_dummy);
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vuliDAddr = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

pstDMA->astTCD[6].vusiCIter = NUM_FRM_PER_INTERRUPT;
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vusiDOff = 0;
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vuliDLastSGA = 0;
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vusiBIter = pstDMA->astTCD[6].vusiCIter;

// bwc
// major.linkch = 0
// major.e_link = 0
// e_sg = 0
// d_req = 0
// int_half = 0
// int_maj = 1
// start = 0
pstDMA->astTCD[6].vusiChannelCtrlStat = 0x02;
```
The disadvantage of Example 2 and Example 3 is that after the buffer is filled with 80 frames of data, software must reprogram the DMA controller to start over. Unlike the previous example in which the DMA channel automatically starts receiving at the start of the buffer when CITER decrements to zero, the deinterleaved buffer structure prevents the DMA controller from returning to the start of the buffer after the buffer is filled. Restarting requires software to reprogram the DMA controller to receive data at the start of the buffer. DMA channel 6 could be used to interrupt after 80 frames so that the DMA controller can be reprogrammed. Although this approach allows the DMA to directly deinterleave data from the TDM, it also makes timing a critical issue because software must finish reprogramming the DMA controller before new data arrives. Otherwise, data is missed. The next example shows an alternative method.

### 2.6 Using Double Buffers with Two-Channel DMA Transfers

Another scheme for receiving data that avoids reprogramming the DMA controller involves using two DMA channels and double buffers. Receive DMA channel 1 moves interleaved data from the TDM to the first interleaved buffer (IB1). A second DMA channel deinterleaves data from IB1 to the first deinterleaved buffer (DB1). When DMA channel 1 fills up IB1, it starts to fill the second interleaved buffer (IB2). Similarly, the second DMA channel deinterleaves data from IB1 to the second deinterleaved buffer (DB2). Figure 10 shows the diagram of the double buffer with the two-channel DMA scheme.

**Figure 10.** Double Buffers Using Two DMA Channels
2.6.1 Real-Time Analysis

The double buffer with 2-chain DMA linking example has two paths: interleaving and deinterleaving. In Figure 10, an interrupt is generated when the deinterleaving process completes. This signal can notify the SC1400 core to begin processing TDM data in the deinterleaved buffer. In step 4 of Figure 11, the core starts processing data in DB1. Notice that the deadline to complete processing of DB1 data is not until the IB1 starts to interleave again, in step 9. This example minimizes the problem of missing timing deadlines. However, it requires the use of multiple TCDs to handle swapping between buffers, which is discussed in the next section.

![Figure 11. Real-Time Analysis of Interleave/Deinterleave with Double Buffers](image)

2.6.2 Scatter/Gather Analysis

Both interleaved and deinterleaved buffers employ the scatter/gather operation to switch between IB1/IB2 and DB1/DB2 using different sets of TCDs. Example 7 shows the TCD settings. Two TCDs are used to swap between the two interleaved buffers:

- **InterleavedTCDs[0]**. This TCD uses DMA channel 1 to receive 8 bytes of interleaved data at a time from the TDMxRDR into IB1. The scatter/gather operation is enabled so that when IB1 is filled, InterleavedTCDs[1] is loaded to allow the next data to be loaded into IB2. Channel-to-channel linking is also enabled so that when IB1 is filled, DMA channel 6 is activated to deinterleave data from IB1 into DB1.

- **InterleavedTCDs[1]**. This TCD uses DMA channel 1 to receive 8 bytes of interleaved data at a time from the TDMxRDR into IB2. The scatter/gather operation is enabled so that when IB2 is filled, InterleavedTCD[0] is loaded to allow the next data to be loaded into IB1. Channel-to-channel linking is also enabled so that when IB2 is filled, DMA channel 6 is activated to deinterleave data from IB2 into DB2.

Each of the two deinterleaved buffers, DB1 and DB2, has 16 sets of TCDs, one for each TDM active channel:

- **DeinterleavedTCD1[0–15]**. Each active TDM channel has a corresponding TCD. For example, DeinterleavedTCD1[0] uses DMA channel 6 to deinterleave TDM channel 0 data from IB1 and into DB1 and DeinterleavedTCD1[1] uses DMA channel 6 to deinterleave TDM channel 1 data from IB1 and into DB1. The scatter/gather operation is enabled so that the next channel’s TCD is loaded to allow the corresponding channel data to be deinterleaved. After the last channel in this buffer is deinterleaved, the scatter/gather loads the TCD for the first channel into the other buffer, which is DeinterleavedTCD2[0].
- **DeinterleavedTCD2[0–15]**. Each active TDM channel has a corresponding TCD. For example, DeinterleavedTCD2[0] uses DMA channel 6 to deinterleave TDM channel 0 data from IB2 and into DB2. DeinterleavedTCD2[1] uses DMA channel 6 to deinterleave TDM channel 1 data from IB2 and into DB2. The scatter/gather operation is enabled so that the next channel’s TCD is loaded to allow the corresponding channel data to be deinterleaved. After the last channel in this buffer is deinterleaved, the scatter/gather loads the TCD for the first channel into the other buffer, which is DeinterleavedTCD1[0].

Although the interleaving/deinterleaving scheme with double buffers reduces deadline issues for processing data, it requires more memory to hold the TCDs. For a 16-channel frame, this example requires two TCDs for interleaving and $2 \times 16$ TCDs for deinterleaving for a total of 34 TCDs. Each TCD is 32 bytes, so the total memory requirement is $34 \times 32$ bytes = 1088 bytes. **Figure 12** shows a diagram of how the TCDs operate with scatter/gather.

Figure 12. Scatter/Gather Scheme

Each TCD has the TCD7[ESG] bit set to enable scatter/gather. When this bit is set, the TCD6[DLAST] indicates a pointer to the next TCD to load. For example, the DLAST field in DeinterleavedTCD1[5] contains a pointer to the location of DeinterleavedTCD1[6]. **Example 7** shows the TCD initialization code.

**Example 7. TCD Initialization**

```c
//***********************
//DMA CH 1
//***********************
for(i = 0; i < 2; i++)
{
    //SADDR
    InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD0 = TDM0_AHB_BASE;

    //SMOD:SSIZE:DMOD:DSIZE:SOFF
    InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD1 = 0x03030000;
    //NBYTES
```
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```
InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD2 = 0x00000008;

//SLAST
InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD3 = 0x00000000;

if(i == 0)
{
    //DADDR
    addr = (UWord32)&IB1;
    InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD4 = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

    //DLAST
    addr = (UWord32)&InterleavedTCDs[1];
    InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD6 = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);
}
else
{
    //DADDR
    addr = (UWord32)&IB2;
    InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD4 = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

    //DLAST
    addr = (UWord32)&InterleavedTCDs[0];
    InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD6 = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);
}

//CITER:E:CITERL:CITER:DOFF
InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD5 = (SZ_BUF /8) << 16 | 0x00000008;

// ESG=1, INTM=1, MAELC=6, MAEL=1
InterleavedTCDs[i].TCD7 = (SZ_BUF /8) << 16 | 0x00000632;

//**********************
//DMA CH 6
//**********************
for(i = 0; i < NUM_CH; i++)
{
    //SADDR
    addr = (UWord32)&IB1 + i * SZ_CH;
    DeinterleavedTCD1[i].TCD0 = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

    addr = (UWord32)&IB2 + i * SZ_CH;
    DeinterleavedTCD2[i].TCD0 = COMP_DMA_ADDR(addr);

    //SMOD:SSIZE:DMOD:DSIZE:SOFF
    DeinterleavedTCD1[i].TCD1 = NUM_CH * SZ_CH;
    DeinterleavedTCD2[i].TCD1 = NUM_CH * SZ_CH;

    //NBYTES
    DeinterleavedTCD1[i].TCD2 = NUM_FRM * SZ_CH;
    DeinterleavedTCD2[i].TCD2 = NUM_FRM * SZ_CH;

    //SLAST
    DeinterleavedTCD1[i].TCD3 = 0x00000000;
    DeinterleavedTCD2[i].TCD3 = 0x00000000;
```
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3 TDM Initialization

To ensure proper operation of the TDM, registers must be initialized in the correct order. After the MSC711x is brought out of reset, software must initialize the TDM as follows:

1. Program the TDM configuration registers:
   - TDMxRIR/TIR define the receiver and transmitter interface operation.
   - TDMxRFP/TFP define the receiver and transmitter frame parameters.
   - TDMxGIR define the general interface operation.

   These registers should not be modified when the TDM is enabled.
2. Disable the TDM channel enable and transmit channel mask registers:
   — TDMxRCEN[0–3]/TCEN[0–3] are cleared to disable all receive and transmit channels.
   — TDMxTCMA[0–3] are cleared to disable masking of all transmit channels.

   These registers are the only ones that can be modified during TDM operation since they are sampled at the start of the frame to determine how the current frame is to be processed.

3. Enable the receive and transmit TDMs:
   — TDMxRCR[REN] is set to enable the receive TDM.
   — TDMxTCR[TEN] is set to enable the transmit TDM.

4. Check the receive and transmit TDM enable status:
   — Wait for TDMxRSR[RENS] to be set to indicate that the receive TDM is enabled.
   — Wait for TDMxTSR[TENS] to be set to indicate transmit TDM is enabled.

5. Start the DMA transfer by setting the transmit DMA channel TCD7[START].

   This step must be completed within two frame sync periods after the TDM is enabled.

6. Check the receive and transmit frame sync status:
   — Wait for TDMxRSR[RSSS] = 10 to indicate receive sync status.
   — Wait for TDMxTSR[TSSS] = 10 to indicate transmit sync status.

7. Wait for the channel enable update interrupts:
   — Wait for TDMxRER[RCEU] to be set to indicate that current frame is updated with enabled receive channels.
   — Wait for TDMxTER[TCEU] to be set to indicate that the current frame is updated with enabled transmit channels.
   — Clearing TDMxRCEN[0–3]/TCEN[0–3] in Step 2 triggers the channel update interrupts, assuming that the TDMxRIER[RCEUE] and TDMxTIER[TCEUE] are set to enable channel update interrupts.

8. Enable the DMA channel requests:
   — DMAERQ[0] is set to enable DMA channel 0 requests.
   — DMAERQ[1] is set to enable DMA channel 1 requests.

9. Enable the TDM channels:
   — TDMxRCEN[0–3] are set to enable receive channels.
   — TDMxTCEN[0–3] are set to enable transmit channels.

Example 8 shows example code to initialize the TDM.

   Example 8. TDM Initialization Code

   ```c
   void isUpdate(void)
   {
     TDM *pstTDM0 = (TDM *) (TDM0_BASE);

     while(((pstTDM0->vuliRER && 0x00000100) == 0x100) &&
          ((pstTDM0->vuliTER && 0x00000100) == 0x100));

     // clear channel update enable interrupt
     pstTDM0->vuliRER &= 0x00000100;
   }
   ```
Dynamic Channel Configuration

The MSC711x TDM allows dynamic channel configuration so that channels can be activated or deactivated while
the TDM is operating. During TDM operation, the receive and transmit channel enable registers
TDMxRCEN[0–3]/TCEN[0–3] and transmit masking enable registers TDMxTCMA[0–3] can be changed at any
time. These registers are sampled at the beginning of the frame to determine how the current frame is to be
processed. The FIFO watermark should be set to 1 line so that the TDM does not process the next frame when
activating or deactivating channels dynamically. When a buffer is filled, a DMA interrupt can be used to
accommodate more or fewer channels.
The following steps outline the procedure to enable dynamic channel configuration:

1. Enable the channel enable update interrupts:
   - TDMxRIER[RCEUE] is set to enable the receive channel update interrupt.
   - TDMxTIER[TCEUE] is set to enable the transmit channel update interrupt.

2. Read TDMxRCEN0 then write back value to TDMxRCEN0:
   - Reading the channel enable register and writing back unmodified value generates a channel update interrupt on a receive frame boundary.

3. Wait for the receive channel enable update interrupt:
   - Wait for TDMxRER[RCEU] to be set to indicate current frame is updated with enabled/disabled receive channels.

4. Update new values to channel enable registers:
   - TDMxRCEN0:3 are updated to enable/disable receive channels.
   - TDMxTCEN0:3 are updated to enable/disable transmit channels.
   - TDMxTCMA0:3 are updated to enable masking of transmit channels.
   - Changes to the above registers must be completed within half of a frame period after receiving the channel update interrupts in Step 3.

5. Wait for the next receive channel enable update interrupt:
   - Wait for TDMxRER[RCEU] to be set to indicate current frame is updated with enabled/disabled receive channels.
   - Wait for TDMxTER[TCEU] to be set to indicate current frame is updated with enabled/disabled transmit channels.
   - Read the TDMxRCEN[0–3], TDMxTCEN[0–3], and TDMxTCMA[0–3] to ensure that they contain values written in Step 4.

6. If necessary, update any data structures for the TDM in memory.

7. Disable the channel enable update interrupt
   - TDMxRIER[RCEUE] is cleared to disable the receive channel update interrupt
   - TDMxTIER[TCEUE] is cleared to disable the transmit channel update interrupt

8. Return to normal processing.

## 5 System Tuning

This section discusses how to tune the MSC711x modules with different arbitration schemes and priorities for best use of the system. For further details, see the System Usage and Tuning/Programming Reference in the MSC711x Reference Manual.

### 5.1 DMA Priorities

The 32 DMA channels are organized into two following groups:

- Group 0: Channels 0–15
- Group 1: Channels 16–31
DMA arbitration is based on group arbitration and channel arbitration schemes. Group arbitration is selected with the DMA Control Register DMACR[ERGA] bit. Group arbitration is handled as either fixed-priority or round robin-priority. When the ERGA bit is cleared, fixed-priority arbitration is used for selection between the groups. Setting DMACR[GRPxPRI] assigns the highest priority for the group. Each group must be programmed with a unique priority, and different groups cannot have the same priority level.

When the DMACR[ERGA] bit is set, round-robin group arbitration mode is selected, and groups are serviced from the highest group number to the lowest group number.

The channel arbitration scheme is selected via the DMACR[ERCA] bit. When this bit is cleared, fixed-priority arbitration is used among channels. One of 16 priority levels is assigned to each channel in the DMA Channel Priority Registers DCHPRIx. Each channel must be programmed with a unique priority, and different channels cannot have the same priority level. When all channels are programmed for fixed-priority arbitration, each channel can be individually programmed to enable or disable preemption by a higher-priority channel. If preemption is enabled, a request from a higher-priority channel preempts the current active channel and switches to the new one. If preemption is disabled, higher-priority channels gain control only upon completion of the current channel’s minor loop. Nested preemption is not permitted, so a DMA channel that has preempted another channel cannot be preempted. Preemption is available only in fixed-priority mode. It is not available in round-robin mode.

When the DMACR[ERCA] bit is set, round-robin channel arbitration is selected. Channel service starts at the highest channel number and rotates through to the lowest channel number without regard to channel priority levels.

It is important to ensure that long latencies do not occur before a high-priority channel is serviced. For example, while the first DMA channel is processed, it is preempted by a second higher-priority channel with a large byte count. If a third DMA request comes from a peripheral such as the TDM with a priority higher than the first and second channel, this channel must wait until the second channel completes before it can preempt because nested preemption is not allowed.

One way to minimize latency is to ensure that only one preemptable, lower-priority channel with a large byte count is active at a time. If the DMA channels not associated with a peripheral can run to completion without being preempted, there is no issue with latency because only the DMA channels associated with a peripheral can preempt another channel. This can be achieved by channel linking so that when one preemptable channel completes, it continues with the next channel in the chain.

### 5.2 Crossbar Switch Tuning

The crossbar switch ensures that the SC1400 core can focus on the intensive computational work while the DMA controller brings in data for core processing. The crossbar switch slaves are configured as follows via the bits in the Slave General-Purpose Registers (SGPCR[0–5]):

- The port 0 crossbar switch slave M1 memory (ASM1) SGPCR0[HPE0] bit is set to enable the DMA master port. All other master ports are disabled.
- The port 1 crossbar switch slave M2 memory (ASM2) SGPCR1[HPE1] is set to enable the IFU, DMA and ECI master ports. All other master ports are disabled.
- The port 2 crossbar switch slave to external memory (ASEMI) SGPCR2[HPE2] bit set to enable the IFU, DMA controller, and ECI master ports.
- The port 3 crossbar switch slave to TDM/HDI16 (ASTH) SGPCR3[HPE3] bit is set to enable the DMA master port. All other master ports are disabled.
- The port 4 crossbar switch slave to the IPBus (ASSB) SGPCR4[HPE4] bit is set to enable the ECI master port. All other master ports are disabled.
• The port 5 crossbar switch slave to the APB (ASAPB) SGPCR5[HPEx] bit is set to enable the ECI master port. All other master ports are disabled.

In the ASM1 ASM2, ASEM1, and ASTH crossbar switch slaves, the Master Priority Register MPR[0–5] assigns the Ethernet master the highest priority followed by the DMA master. However, priority elevation can be used to elevate the TDM DMA priority. In the ASSB and ASAPB crossbar switch slaves, the ECI has the highest priority, followed by the DMA controller. Example 9 shows how to configure the crossbar switch.

**Example 9. Crossbar Switch Configuration**

```c
/*
   // SGCPR fields
   HPE_IFU 0x00040000 PARK_ON_FIXED 0x00000000
   HPE_DMA 0x00020000 PARK_ON_LAST 0x00000010
   HPE_ECI 0x00010000 PARK_ON_NONE 0x00000020
   ARB_FIXED 0x00000000 FIXED_IS_ECI 0x00000000
   ARB_ROUND 0x00000100 FIXED_IS_DMA 0x00000001
   FIXED_IS_IFU 0x00000002
   FIXED_IS_ENET 0x00000003

   // MPR priorities
   ENET_PRIO_0 0x00000000 IFU_PRIO_0 0x00000000
   ENET_PRIO_1 0x00000010 IFU_PRIO_1 0x00000001
   ENET_PRIO_2 0x00000020 IFU_PRIO_2 0x00000002
   ENET_PRIO_3 0x00000030 IFU_PRIO_3 0x00000003
   ENET_PRIO_4 0x00000040 IFU_PRIO_4 0x00000004
   ENET_PRIO_5 0x00000050 IFU_PRIO_5 0x00000005
   ENET_PRIO_6 0x00000060 IFU_PRIO_6 0x00000006
   ENET_PRIO_7 0x00000070 IFU_PRIO_7 0x00000007
   DMA_PRIO_0 0x00000000 ECI_PRIO_0 0x00000000
   DMA_PRIO_1 0x00000010 ECI_PRIO_1 0x00000001
   DMA_PRIO_2 0x00000020 ECI_PRIO_2 0x00000002
   DMA_PRIO_3 0x00000030 ECI_PRIO_3 0x00000003
   DMA_PRIO_4 0x00000040 ECI_PRIO_4 0x00000004
   DMA_PRIO_5 0x00000050 ECI_PRIO_5 0x00000005
   DMA_PRIO_6 0x00000060 ECI_PRIO_6 0x00000006
   DMA_PRIO_7 0x00000070 ECI_PRIO_7 0x00000007

   /*
   /* port 0 - ASM1 slave to M1 */
   HPE = HPE_DMA;
   ARB = ARB_FIXED;
   PCTL = PARK_ON_FIXED;
   PARK = FIXED_IS_DMA;
   SGCPR0 = HPE | ARB | PCTL | PARK;

   /* ENET highest - but use elevation to get TDM DMA higher still, IFU and */
   /* ECI should never access via this port anyway */
   MPR0 = ENET_PRIO_0 | IFU_PRIO_6 | DMA_PRIO_1 | ECI_PRIO_7;

   /* port 1 - ASM2 slave to M2 */
*/
```
HPE = HPE_IFU | HPE_DMA | HPE_ECI;
ARB = ARB_FIXED;
PCTL = PARK_ON_FIXED;
PARK = FIXED_IS_IFU;

SGCPR1 = HPE | ARB | PCTL | PARK;
/* ENET highest, then DMA but use elevation for TDM, then IFU, then
 * ECI-- but parking on IFU as a compromise. Good to experiment with
 * these settings.
 */
MFR1 = ENET_PRIO_0 | IFU_PRIO_2 | DMA_PRIO_1 | ECI_PRIO_3;

/* port 2 - ASEMI slave to external memory */

HPE = HPE_IFU | HPE_DMA | HPE_ECI;
ARB = ARB_FIXED;
PCTL = PARK_ON_FIXED;
PARK = FIXED_IS_DMA;

SGCPR2 = HPE | ARB | PCTL | PARK;
/* ENET highest, then DMA but use elevation for TDM, then IFU, then
 * ECI. Good to experiment with these settings.
 */
MFR2 = ENET_PRIO_0 | IFU_PRIO_2 | DMA_PRIO_1 | ECI_PRIO_3;

/* port 3 - ASTH slave to TDM/HDI16 */

HPE = HPE_DMA;
ARB = ARB_FIXED;
PCTL = PARK_ON_FIXED;
PARK = FIXED_IS_DMA;

SGCPR3 = HPE | ARB | PCTL | PARK;
MFR3 = ENET_PRIO_0 | IFU_PRIO_6 | DMA_PRIO_1 | ECI_PRIO_3;

/* port 4 - ASSB slave to IPBus (I2C, etc) */

HPE = HPE_ECI;
ARB = ARB_FIXED;
PCTL = PARK_ON_FIXED;
PARK = FIXED_IS_ECI;

SGCPR4 = HPE | ARB | PCTL | PARK;
MFR4 = ENET_PRIO_6 | IFU_PRIO_7 | DMA_PRIO_1 | ECI_PRIO_0;

/* port 5 - ASAPB slave to APB (UART, etc) */

HPE = HPE_ECI;
ARB = ARB_FIXED;
PCTL = PARK_ON_FIXED;
PARK = FIXED_IS_ECI;

SGCPR5 = HPE | ARB | PCTL | PARK;
MFR5 = ENET_PRIO_6 | IFU_PRIO_7 | DMA_PRIO_1 | ECI_PRIO_0;
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